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The Transformation of Urban Space before and after the 
Greek Revolution:  

The Case of Mega Revma (Arnavutköy) 

 

Esra Ansel 

Bilkent University 

When the news of the Greek rebellion under the leadership of Alexander Ypsilantis and 

Michail Soutsos (the hospodar of Moldavia) reached Istanbul in early spring 1821, all eyes 

were fixated on the Phanariots, a quasi-aristocratic group that took its name from an 

historical neighbourhood in Istanbul, Phanar (Turkish: Fener). This elite group had summer 

residences in Bosphorus villages and had to reside in their seaside mansions on the 

Bosphorus when they were dismissed from their offices and fell out of favour during the late 

eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. Since, according to contemporary sources such 

as the Bostancıbaşı registers,1 the Kuruçeşme–Arnavutköy (Greek: Mega Revma) area had 

the highest number of Phanariot houses among these suburban villages, it was one of the 

places that attracted the attention of the Ottoman state and underwent through processes 

that altered its social character during the Greek Revolution and its aftermath. This article 

aims to answer two questions about the revolution’s spatial aspect while dealing with the 

revolution as a local phenomenon. What were the immediate effects of the revolution on the 

reorganisation of urban space in the capital? What kind of processes did the Ottoman state 

employ to reorganise the space of this Bosphorus village? This article argues that the 

revolution marks a period of social and spatial transformation for Mega Revma. However, it 

was not a moment of complete transformation. It was instead a long process that consisted 

of two main phases. The first phase involved the Ottoman state’s immediate reactions to 

the revolution from the spring of 1821, a sort of crisis management that was rather 

impetuous and violent. The second phase started around 1828–1829, when the Ottoman 

state shifted its strategy towards a more conciliatory and organised measures with the aim 

of the gradual Islamisation of this space. Despite all Ottoman state efforts, the 

neighbourhood’s Islamisation failed in the short run and was only realised after many years 

and waves of emigration from this Bosphorus village (mainly to Greece) during the Turkish 

Republican era.  

To understand the rest of the story, we need to briefly explain Phanariot identity and 

its relationship with this Bosphorus village. Christine Philliou describes the Phanariots as “a 
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composite Orthodox Christian elite that grew out of the social and political fabric of Ottoman 

governance”.2 With its Byzantine lineage claims, this elite group accumulated great fortunes 

through their trading activities during the seventeenth century, making them also politically 

powerful. Just as this wealth could provide their children with a good education in European 

cities and the opportunity to acquire European languages, it also gave them the power to 

lend money to patriarchal candidates and influence the internal matters of the Greek 

Orthodox Patriarchate. 3  Hence, for a long time, they chose to live in proximity to the 

Patriarchate in the Phanar district. The education they received in Europe enabled them to 

enter the Ottoman imperial service as court physicians or dragomans (interpreters). After 

the removal of Moldavian prince Dimitri Cantemir in 1711, the hospodars (voivodes) of the 

Danubian Principalities (Wallachia and Moldavia) started to be drawn from Phanariot 

families.  

The Ottoman state required their male relatives to stay in Istanbul as hostages (esir) 

when Phanariot beys were appointed as hospodar of the Danubian Principalities. These 

relatives were seen as insurance to be interrogated in cases of defection, treason or any 

other suspicious activity of the ruling hospodar. Also, once appointed as hospodar, a 

Phanariot was expected to appoint a kapukethüda (steward), who acted almost like an 

ambassador for him in Istanbul.4 The Ottomans also saw them as sources from whom to 

regularly extract information and they held them responsible for the actions of the hospodar 

in question. A Phanariot hospodar often chose his kapukethüda and his many servants 

from his male relatives or in-laws. These great families often intermarried, creating 

aristocratic dynasties in Ottoman society, which provided the human resources for the 

administration of the Danubian Principalities.  

Official and contemporary sources suggest that these Phanariot families had 

summer residences along the Bosphorus in villages such as Tarabya (Therapia), Yeniköy 

(Nichori), Kuruçeşme and Arnavutköy (Mega Revma). According to the rule, when they 

were dismissed from the office of the hospodarships of Wallachia and Moldovia and 

recalled to Istanbul by the Ottoman state, they could not reside in Phanar but in their 

country houses, in other words, in their seaside mansions (yali) on the Bosphorus.5 On 

numerous occasions, a Phanariot prince was dismissed from their offices in Moldo-

Wallachia, then pardoned and recalled to serve in the Danubian Principalities for another 

period, which extended the time they had to spend in their Bosphorus mansions while 

waiting to be reappointed by the Ottoman state. Both Ismail Hakkı Uzunçarşılı and Ahmet 

Cevdet Pasha recount this situation in their histories.6  

Gugios Incicyan, a contemporary, eighteenth-century writer, recounts that  

when the leading members of the Greek community [meaning the Phanariot 

hospodars] fell out of favour and could not reside inside the city, they had to move to 

these suburban villages on the Bosphorus. Hence, their relatives and friends who 
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came to pay a visit to them eventually grew fond of the atmosphere, and their 

surroundings decided to buy houses in these villages and settle there.7  

In keeping with the fashion of the day, during the late eighteenth and early 

nineteenth centuries, the great Phanariot families such as Soutsos (Turkish: Suço), 

Callimachi (Kalimaki), Mourouzis (Muruzi), Ypsilantis (Ipsilanti), Mavrocordatos 

(Mavrokordato), Caradjas (Karaca), Hantzeris (Hançerli) and Mavrogenis (Mavroyeni) had 

houses and seaside mansions in the Bosphorus villages but, most especially, in the 

Kuruçeşme–Mega Revma area. 

Whatever their motivations may have been for living in the area, a microcosm of 

Phanariots in Mega Revma–Kuruçeşme can be traced from contemporary sources such as 

the Bostancıbaşı registers.8 It is easy to recognise the houses and lands that belonged to 

the Phanariots in this area in the Bostancıbaşı registers since they were mostly recorded 

with their family names such as Kalimaki, Muruzi, and Hançerlioğlu (Callimachi, Mourouzis 

and Hantzeris) or with their professional titles such as bogdan (Moldovia), kapukethüdası, 

divan tercümanı (imperial dragoman), voyvoda (voivode)9 and boyar. In all of the available 

printed registers (from 1791, 1803 and 1815), Jews and Muslims each had only one spot in 

Mega Revma, while the rest of the shoreline belonged to Greek Orthodox subjects, at least 

half of which consisted of Phanariots. While the first part of Kuruçeşme, which is closer to 

Ortaköy, listed yalıs (seaside mansions) and palaces of the Ottoman imperial household 

and other Muslim properties, the latter part, which was closer to Mega Revma, listed 

houses that belonged to Phanariots such as Mavrocordatos, Callimachi and Mourouzis. If 

we compare the two neighbourhoods, we may see that Kuruçeşme had an ethnically and 

religiously mixed population, while Mega Revma lacked Armenian inhabitants and had only 

one spot for Jewish and Muslim residents each. Similarly, if we compare the Bostancıbaşı 

registers (1815) of Phanar and the Mega Revma–Kuruçeşme area, we can see that Phanar 

seems to be inhabited by middle-class Greek Orthodox subjects such as artisans, 

shopkeepers and doctors rather than Phanariots. Hence, we may argue that a considerable 

portion of the Greek elite started to move to Bosphorus villages and Pera to live during the 

nineteenth century while Phanar kept its symbolic importance.  

Ypsilantis and Soutsos were the names of two Phanariot families very closely related 

to the history of Mega Revma. Both families had several houses and mansions in this 

village. The Soutsos family even had a street in this village named after them due to the 

existence of their mansion on this street. Thus, when the news of the leaders who started 

the Greek insurgency reached Istanbul in 1821, it is no surprise that Arnavutköy (Mega 

Revma) was one of the places that saw immediate reactions and violence from the 

Ottoman state and the mob. Following the massacre of Muslims in the Morea on 12 April, 

“the metropolitan, Panos Mavrocordatos, Panos Hantzeris who was 70 years old at the 

time, imperial dragoman Stefanaki Mavrogenis, Federico Spenciari, who was caught with a 

confidential letter, also four poor Christians, eight clergymen, and eight laymen were 
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arrested and tortured on 17 April, in Mega Revma”.10 On Easter Sunday, 22 April, the 

religious leader of the Greeks of Mega Revma, Anthimos Efendi, was brutally executed 

together with the Greek Orthodox Patriarch.11 These immediate reactions clearly show how 

Mega Revma was connected to the Greek Revolution in the Ottoman mind.  

Şanizade, the official Ottoman chronicler at the time, records that the violence 

against the Greeks was concentrated in Bosphorus villages such as Mega Revma, 

Kuruçeşme, Yeniköy, Therapia and Phanari, in short, places where Phanariots had 

houses.12 There are numerous examples where Phanariots, Orthodox clergy and common 

Greek subjects were executed by hanging or by the sword (salben ve seyfen katl), which 

took place in Mega Revma in April 1821 and the following months. 13  Here are some 

instances that Şanizade recounts in his chronicles, which depict Arnavutköy as a crime 

scene: 

The former voivode of Moldavia, rebel Mihailis’s tüfengci odabaşı [musketeer captain] 

was hanged in his disguise clothes as an object lesson in Akıntıburnu, Arnavutköy 

[10 May 1821] … The aforementioned traitors were executed in their clothes by the 

revenge of the sword. One in Phanarkapu, one in Arnavutköy and one in Yeniköy [17 

May 1821] … It has been decided to execute three men harmful to the Ottoman state 

and the Greek millet on the tenth day of Ramadan. Bostancıbaşı Ağa 14  was 

appointed to kill these men by hanging. One in Arnavutköy, one in Yeniköy and one 

in Therapia [10 June 1821] … Six priests who were jailed and sent from other places 

were executed on the mentioned day. Two in Beşiktaş, one in Ortaköy, one in 

Kuruçeşme and two of them were killed in Arnavutköy [6 July 1821]. 

More incidents where state officials and clergymen were killed on the spot with their 

official garments “as examples” took place in Arnavutköy but they are not listed here. 

Şanizade indicated the accusations and charges that led to their deaths as “being involved 

in the sedition that spread among the Rum millet”.15 He used the term “Rum fesadı” (Greek 

sedition) repeatedly in his chronicle. He also frequently referred to Michail Soutsos and 

Alexander Ypsilantis as “the rebel” and “the traitor”, respectively. While Şanizade referred to 

Soutsos as Mihal-i hıyanet-iştimal and Mihal-i sadakat-muhal (Michail who has treachery in 

his nature and is incapable of being loyal), he referred to Ypsilantis as “the son of a 

defector”, which is an allusion to his father Constantin Ypsilantis, who defected to Russia.  

The violence and pogroms were not only limited to Mega Revma but scattered 

around the city. Şükrü Ilıcak points to the execution of prominent Greeks like the patriarch 

and other archbishops, as well as others killed by the mob.16  

In greater Istanbul, vagabonds and bachelors, predominantly Greek and Russian, 

were deported from the city to surrounding areas as they were seen as dangerous and 

sources of trouble in the city.17 At some point, Christians who were not subjects of foreign 

embassies were also considered potentially harmful and deported from the city. The 

Ottoman authorities saw even those who were not unemployed or idle as a threat. For 
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instance, they settled the Russian merchants in a han specially reserved for them to be 

sure that they could not mingle with non-Muslim Ottoman subjects.18  

Sultan Mahmud II and his advisors were afraid of any possibility of turmoil in Istanbul 

and the massacre of Muslims. Thus, as a precaution, one of their immediate reactions was 

to disarm its Christian subjects and provide arms to the Muslims.19 Armenian and Greek 

households were required to hand in their weapons to their patriarchates. In the event of a 

discovery of any weapon in a Christian house, they had to find a guarantor (kefil) to vouch 

for them, and failing to provide one, the state had the right to deport them from the city. A 

document from 1821 lists people residing in Mega Revma in whose homes 30 cannons of 

various shapes and sizes were found.20 According to this document, some house owners 

found a chance to escape while state officials arrested the rest. Another document similarly 

states that officials collected weapons from the houses of Mega Revma and lists guarantors 

of the people who owned these weapons.  

One of the immediate reactions of the Ottoman state was to kill the imperial 

dragoman, Constantinos Mourouzis. The hospodar of Wallachia, Skarlatos Callimachi, who 

was appointed to his post just before the revolution took place, was exiled to Bolu and 

suspiciously murdered there by a poison prepared by the imperial physician.21 Even though 

the Ottoman state repeatedly asked for the extradition of Michail Soutsos and Alexander 

Ypsilantis from Austria and Russia, these states refused the requests, fearing that they 

might share the same fate as Mourouzis and Callimachi. In the following years, the sultan 

more than once considered massacring the Phanariots but these ideas were never put into 

practice.22  

The rest of the Phanariots were exiled from Istanbul to Anatolian cities together with 

their families and their entire retinues. Simultaneously, their moveable and immoveable 

properties, such as their houses and mansions in Mega Revma, were confiscated by the 

state and sold by auction. The income from these auctions went directly to the imperial 

treasury.23 Phanariot families such as the Mavrogenis, Soutsos, Callimachi, Mavrocordatos, 

Hantzeris and Caradjas, all of which had houses in Mega Revma, were exiled to Anatolian 

cities such as Ankara, Çankırı, Kastamonu, Tokat, Amasya, Bursa and Zile (a town which 

lies to the south of Amasya and the west of Tokat in northeast Turkey).24 Some of their 

relations succeeded in escaping from exile and taking their moveable property such as 

money and precious jewellery with them.25 The fate of the houses and mansions of the 

fugitive Phanariots was the same as those of the exiled. These houses were sold by 

auction to whomever could afford them, regardless of their ethno-religious identity.26  

The state issued orders to set up a surveillance system on land and especially at 

sea, to prevent others from escaping penalties and controls. Foreign ships were sent away 

in fear that they would attract defectors and/or seek to offer foreign protection to Christians, 

mostly Greek Orthodox, whom the Ottoman state saw as highly likely to be involved in the 

revolution.27  

The presence or lack of Phanariots in a place was a decisive factor for the reputation 
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and future planning of that space. Sources suggest a direct link between the Phanariots 

and insurgencies in the eyes of Mahmud II, who once said that “those regions are free of 

mutiny since there were no Phanariots in the region”. 28  As the hometown to many 

Phanariots, Mega Revma had been a scene of crime and punishment during the first phase 

when executions and pogroms took place, and houses were abandoned, confiscated and 

sold to the highest bidder. This vengeful first phase, which started in 1821 and lasted 

approximately eight years, began to change around 1829–1830. At this time, the 

independent Greek state had been established, and there was significant international 

pressure on the Ottoman state. It could no longer afford to alienate its taxpaying Christian 

subjects, predominantly the many Greek Orthodox who did not abandon the Ottoman lands 

for the newly established Greek state. In Mega Revma, the dominant population was still 

Greek Orthodox, even in the absence of the Phanariots. The sultan pardoned the 

Phanariots in 1830 and permitted them to return to Istanbul from the Anatolian cities to 

which they were exiled.  

The social makeup of Mega Revma was unique because it completely lacked a 

Muslim population, while its relationship with Christianity had deep roots that go back to the 

period of Constantine the Great (306–337). Sources suggest that Constantine 

commissioned its main church, Taxiarchis, and dedicated it to Archangel Michael, which 

inspired people to name the village after this church as Michailion and Asomaton.29  

Even though its immediate neighbour Kuruçeşme was also adorned by Phanariot 

mansions, it had a much more mixed population, a mosque and mansions owned by the 

imperial family and Muslim elite. In Mega Revma, the only building that belonged to a 

member of the Muslim elite was Grand Vizier Izzet Mehmet Pasha’s mansion, but it had a 

short life span since it was built around 1794 and was burned down during the great fire 

four years later. Moreover, the area between Kuruçeşme and Mega Revma, which 

belonged to another grand vizier, Çorlulu Ali Pasha, was vacant for many years. Sources 

suggest that Armenians, and not Muslims, bought the houses that were abandoned by the 

Greeks in Mega Revma. When the Ottoman government realised that it could no longer 

overtly alienate and punish its Christian subjects, the Muslim elite felt compelled to change 

its attitude through a gradual process of Turkification and Islamicisation.  

Thus, the second phase of changing the social and religious composition of Mega 

Revma started around 1829. It was a slow process of Islamicisation through attracting a 

Muslim population to the area by creating opportunities, gradually eliminating and 

controlling the Christian population, and building a mosque on the shoreline. Some imperial 

orders which concerned not only Mega Revma but greater Istanbul indirectly contributed to 

this effort. For instance, according to an imperial order issued in 1829, Armenian subjects 

who had houses in Galata, Beyoğlu and Bosphorus villages were ordered to immediately 

sell their houses to Muslims. In the following years, many orders repeated the obligatory 
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auctioning off of Armenian mansions and houses to Muslims.30 There were also instances 

when the state bought them as imperial property to be sold and rented to Muslims. As 

documents from 1849–1850 suggest, the state monitored the dealings to ensure that these 

properties would be kept in Muslim hands. A Christian subject or a foreigner could not even 

rent these properties. For instance, documents suggest that according to rumours in Mega 

Revma, Doctor Stefenaki sold his house to a foreigner, and later when the state officials 

investigated, it was understood that it was a misunderstanding and the house still belonged 

to Stefenaki and his wife.31  

When Ottoman authorities realised that Muslims were unwilling to live in this area, 

they tried other methods, such as building projects, to woo them. For instance, the estate of 

Çorlulu Ali Pasha between Kuruçeşme and Mega Revma was vacant for more than a 

decade, and no Muslim was willing to buy the house together with the plot of land.32 The 

authorities decided to divide the land and open it to construction in order to erect new 

houses and a fountain in this area to create a new neighbourhood suitable for Muslim 

accommodation.33 Some places were considered not “appropriate for Muslims to settle in 

due to its social topography because most of the residents were non-Muslims”.34 Scholars 

have also debated that the layout of Christian houses was different to Muslim houses, and it 

was one of the reasons why Muslims were reluctant to settle in the former.35 In the end, the 

estate was divided up, and parcels were sold separately to whomever was willing and able 

to buy them.  

Another project relevant to the restructuring of the social space was the construction 

of the Tevfikiye Mosque and a police station on the shoreline of Mega Revma. This project 

is particularly noteworthy since this settlement lacked a Muslim congregation, and the 

mosque was on the same axis as the main church of the Taxiarchis when one looks to the 

village from the sea. Because the main access was from the sea and the most prominent 

landmark of this village was the Taxiarchis church, this selection of this site for the 

construction of a mosque and police station was hardly a coincidence but rather a 

statement of Ottoman state power. Although one may associate a police station with 

surveillance and state control, between 1831 and 1939 the Ottoman state constructed 

many new police stations throughout Istanbul, and Mega Revma was chosen for this 

purpose. After the abolition of the Janissary and Bostancıbaşı corps in 1826, Mahmud II 

established a new police force and ordered the construction of numerous buildings in the 

neoclassical and empire style to house this new force to ensure law and order in Istanbul.36 

What is extraordinary is that there was no need or request for a mosque in this 

neighbourhood with very few or no Muslim residents. Works on Ottoman art and 

architecture, as well as official state documents, 37  show that the sultan entrusted this 

mosque to Kirkor Kalfa (the first architect known from the Balyan family) in 1831. 38 

However, we also know that Kirkor Balyan passed away in 1831, in which case this edifice 

was probably completed either by his son Garabed Amira Balyan or son-in-law Ohannes 

Amira Severian. The inscriptions on the mosque’s gates, its muvakkithane (timekeeper’s 
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office) and the karakol building provide clues for the importance and purpose of these 

buildings, a curious line on the gate of the timekeeper’s office states that “many difficult 

matters were solved during your [Mahmud II] reign”.39 This may be an allusion to the 1821 

Greek Revolution.  

The residents of Mega Revma did not need to understand these inscriptions, though; 

the mere existence of which and the mosque were “symbols of Ottoman imperial presence 

and Muslim piety, erected on the shoreline to remind people that they were living under the 

authority of the Ottoman Sultan”.40 As Leslie Peirce puts it, “the most useful function that the 

sovereign might perform was to furnish visible symbols of majesty and piety to maintain the 

subjects’ loyalty and sense of community”.41  

The lands of the most prominent churches of Mega Revma, namely Profitis Ilias and 

Taxiarchis, were never confiscated by the Ottoman state and were renovated numerous 

times after earthquakes and great fires. In keeping with the rooted Islamic tradition (the 

ordinances of ‘Umar-al shurût al-‘umariyya) that allowed the reconstruction of churches and 

synagogues in places where the majority of the population were non-Muslims,42 the main 

church was rebuilt and renovated many times by the contributions from the village’s 

prominent families, such as the Musurus, Caratheodoris and Mavrocordatos, and even 

grand viziers.43 Taxiarchis took its final shape in 1899 with its prominent dome and tall 

belfry. The Greek Orthodox subjects of Mega Revma were permitted to continue their 

religious practices in their local churches. However, the construction of the Tevfikiye 

Mosque and a police station just in front of the most revered landmark of Greek Orthodoxy 

in this area was an act that marked the beginning of a symbolic victory, a process of the 

transformation and internal Islamisation of the neighbourhood.  
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Appendix: Arnavutköy in the Bostancıbaşı Registers of 1791, 1803 and 1815 

1791 1803 1815 

Lady Sultana Çorlulu’s 

mansion 

Fatma Hanım Sultan’s 

seaside mansion 

Çorlulu Ali Pasha’s seaside 

mansion, boathouse and 

vacant shops 

Lady Sultana’s boathouse 

and six shops 

Her Excellency Lady 

Sultana’s shops, boathouse 

and lumber shops 

Lady Sultana’s boathouses 

and vacant shops 

Shop and room of dhimmi 

lumberjack 

Seaside mansion of Doctor 

Mikeloğlu Nikolaki’s wife 

Land and lumberjack shop of 

Hristooğlu 

Arnavudköy pier Mansion of Andimor dhimmi, 

deputy of Bursa Metropolitan 

House of Mikeoğlu’s wife 

Seaside mansion of Dhimmi 

Doctor Nikola 

Arnavudköy pier Arnavudköy pier 

Seaside mansion of Dhimmi 

Todoraki 

Seaside mansion of the 

steward of Moldovia, Dhimmi 

Kostaki  

House of the orphans of 

Dhimmi Kostaki 

Seaside mansion of 

Barbooğlu Aleksi 

Land of the former voivode 

Deli Bey’s steward Logofet 

İskerlet 

House of Dhimmi Lagofet 

İskerletoğlu 

Seaside mansion of 

Delibeyoğulları 

Small pier Small pier 

Seaside mansion of Doctor 

Küçük Toma 

Seaside mansion of Mihal 

Bey’s steward (portalbaşısı) 

Dhimmi Dimitraki 

House of Dhimmi Behar 

Nikos Dimitraki 

Small pier Seaside mansion of Imperial 

Lumberjack Dhimmi Zotraki  

House of lumberjack Dhimmi 

Sotiraki 

Seaside mansion of Limari Rundown seaside mansion of 

Dhimmi Andonaki’s wife 

House of Dhimmi Andonaki’s 

son  

Seaside mansion of 

Andonaki 

Seaside mansion of Dhimmi 

Andimoz, the Despot of 

Nicomedia’s steward 

House of moneylender 

Dhimmi Kostandi 

Seaside mansion of Yorgaki Seaside mansion of Mihal 

Bey’s kamina Dhimmi 

Dimitraki 

House of Dhimmi Miçko’s 

orphan 
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Seaside mansion of 

Konstantaki 

Seaside mansion and 

şerbethane of Dhimmi Zaniti 

Mahko 

House of moneylender 

Dhimmi Diyamandi 

Seaside mansion of 

Zambeti 

Seaside mansion of Kaminar 

Dhimmi Yeco Dimitraki 

House of Dhimmi 

Kömürcüoğlu Dimitraki 

Seaside mansion of the 

orphans of Hristo 

Seaside mansion of 

Commander Yamandi, 

subject/subordinate to Mihal 

Bey 

House of commander 

Dhimmi Yamandaki 

Small pier Köybaşı pier Small pier 

Seaside mansion of Çuhacı 

Konstantin 

Seaside mansion of Dhimmi 

Çuhacı Dimitraki  

House and shop of boatman 

Dhimmi Yorgaki 

Seaside mansion of the 

Jewish mastariyeci 

(customs officer)  

Seaside mansion of customs 

officer Rabbi Avram  

Land of the Jewish 

synagogue and two fishing 

shops 

Seaside mansion of 

Reisoğlu Yorgaki 

Seaside mansion of İstepar 

Nikolaki 

House of Deli Bey’s grandson 

Dhimmi Nikola 

Seaside mansion of Yazıcı 

(scribe) Manol 

Seaside mansion of scribe 

Manol 

House of Dhimmi Çoke 

Seaside mansion of Mihal 

Bey’s brother Dimitraki 

Voli Yeri pier Place named Voli Yeri 

Seaside mansion of the 

daughters of Halebli 

Seaside mansion of İstepar 

Nikolaki 

Land of Dhimmi Bişe Yorgi 

Seaside mansion of the 

voivode of Moldovia’s wife 

Seaside mansion of Dhimmi 

Bihar Niko Vasil 

House of Commander 

(Hatman) Yorgaki 

Seaside mansion of 

İstavraki’s scribe/clerk 

Yorgaki 

Seaside mansion of İstepar 

Yorgaki 

Dereağzı pier 

Seaside mansion of 

Dimitraşko 

Seaside mansion of Dhimmi 

İstetaki, Moriz Aleksan Bey’s 

steward 

House of the sons of Dhimmi 

İstyaki 

Seaside mansion of the late 

Imperial Dragoman Nikolaki 

Land of widow Sanrida (a 

Christian) 

Land of Dhimmi Dimitraki’s 

wife 

Seaside mansion of Land of Imperial Dragoman Land of Aleks Bey  
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Cevahiroğlu’s wife Dhimmi Aliko 

Seaside mansion of Çuhacı 

Dimitraki from Chios 

Seaside mansion of Kebabi 

Dimitraki's daughter Marpuç 

House of Boyar Yorgaki 

Seaside mansion of 

steward (kapı kethüdası) 

Mişoğlu 

Land of Dhimmi Chief Butcher 

Mişoğlu İstefan 

House of Dhimmi 

Kamburoğlu Yani 

Seaside mansion of 

Hatmanoğlu Yorgaki 

Seaside mansion of 

Hancerlioğlu Kostaki’s wife 

House of Doctor Desile 

Akıntıburnu Place called Akıntıburnu  House of Bişe Yorgi  

  
House of Hançerli’s (a 

Christian) wife  

 

 
 

1 These registers are detailed records kept by the head of the Bostancıbaşı corps (which was a part of the 
Ottoman imperial guard corps known as Janissary corps) listing all private and public structures along the 
shores of the Bosphorus and the Golden Horn. 

2 Christine M. Philliou, Biography of an Empire: Governing Ottomans in an Age of Revolution (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 2011), 5. 

3 Zeynep Sözen, Fenerli beyler: 110 yılın öyküsü (1711–1821) (Istanbul: Aybay Yayınları, 2000), 40. 

4  “Kapı kethüdası or kapı kahyası, stewards of the Princes of Moldavia and Wallachia representing the 
interests of their masters at the imperial divan.” Edhem Eldem, “Istanbul: From Imperial to Peripheralized 
Capital,” in The Ottoman City Between East and West: Aleppo, Izmir, and Istanbul, ed. Edhem Eldem, 
Daniel Goffman and Bruce Masters (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1999), 159. 

5 Marc-Philippe Zallony, Essai sur les fanariotes, où l’on voit les causes primitives de leur élévation aux 
hospodariats de la Valachie et de la Moldavie, leur mode d’administration, et les causes principles de leur 
chute; suivi de quelques réflexions sur l’état actuel de la Grèce (1824; n.p.: Kessinger, 2010), 92–93. 

6 “According to Uzunçarşılı, Mihail Rakovitza [Turkish: Rakoviça] had to reside in his mansion in Kuruçeşme 
after his dismissal from Moldovia and waited there until his appointment as the hospodar of Wallachia. 
Ahmet Cevdet Pasha similarly narrates that Alexander Ypsilantis stayed in his mansions in Arnavutköy and 
Therapia while waiting for another appointment [in the principalities].” Esra Ansel, “Continuity and Change 
on the Bosphorus Shore: Arnavutköy Before and After the Greek Revolution of 1821” (MA diss., Boğaziçi 
University, 2016), 37. 

7 Gugios V. İncicyan, Boğaziçi Sayfiyeleri (Istanbul: Eren Yayıncılık, 2000), 80–81, quoted in Esra Ansel, 
“Continuity and Change on the Bosphorus Shore,” 38.  

8 Since there were no clear-cut boundaries between these two villages and as immediate neighbours they 
showed similar patterns in social topography, this study will evaluate both neighbourhoods and occasionally 
treat it as a single area. 

9 Philliou explains the term voyvoda (Turkish: bey, voyvoda; Greek: hegemonas, pringips; Slavic: voivode, 
hospodar) in Biography of an Empire, 11. 
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